Abstract-Device-to-Device (D2D) communications incorporated with content caching have been regarded as a promising way to offload the cellular traffic data. In this paper, the caching strategy is investigated to maximize the D2D offloading gain with the comprehensive consideration of user collaborative characteristics as well as the physical transmission conditions. Specifically, for a given content, the number of interested users in different groups is different, and users always ask the most trustworthy user in proximity for D2D transmissions. An analytical expression of the D2D success probability is first derived, which represents the probability that the received signal to interference ratio is no less than a given threshold. As the formulated problem is non-convex, the optimal caching strategy for the special unbiased case is derived in a closed form, and a numerical searching algorithm is proposed to obtain the globally optimal solution for the general case. To reduce the computational complexity, an iterative algorithm based on the asymptotic approximation of the D2D success probability is proposed to obtain the solution that satisfies the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions. The simulation results verify the effectiveness of the analytical results and show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the existing schemes in terms of offloading gain.
INTRODUCTION

T
He current wireless network infrastructure is expected to provide explosively increasing data traffic in the near future [1] . Although some crucial technologies, such as multiple input multiple output (MIMO) [2] , [3] , are promising to increase spectral efficiency, "offloading" is another important technology to increase network capacity. Deviceto-Device (D2D) communications have shown great potential to offload traffic from the network backbone [4] , [5] . Through D2D communications, mobile devices can directly connect with other devices in proximity. When a mobile device requests a content, if the nearby devices happened to have the content in local storages, the content can be delivered via the D2D communications without incurring the cost of cellular bandwidth. Moreover, by reducing the distance between contents and requesters, the download delay and network traffic load can be effectively reduced.
The offloading benefits are achievable only when the nearby users happened to have the requested content in their local storage. Thus, in order to reap the offloading gain, the content caching strategy should be carefully designed and investigated. For instance, the D2D caching strategy in [6] was designed to satisfy both outage probability requirement and per-user throughput requirement. An optimal D2D collaboration distance to maximize the D2D link number was investigated in [7] . However, these results were obtained based on the simplistic grid network model. An emerging alternative is to model the locations of users and base stations (BSs) as the Poisson point pro-cess (PPP), which gives a tractable expression of the received signal-to-interference-ratio (SIR). By adopting the PPP model, a probabilistic caching strategy was optimized in [8] to maximize the successful receptions of contents. An optimal caching and transmit time scheduling to maximize successful offloading probability was investigated in [9] . These approaches mainly focus on the D2D assisted content delivery process, where the caching strategy is optimized with the constraints of SIR requirements, delay, and storage size.
As D2D communications heavily rely on the collaborative interactions of mobile users, an increasing number of contributions start to exploit the human characteristics and social information of the mobile device holders to enhance the network performance. It has been widely recognized that the content preferences of the different individuals have a significant influence on D2D assisted content delivery process. The content preference reflects the different interests of human users for the same content [10] . For instance, in [11] , users were categorized into different groups according to the content request distributions, and the caching strategy was designed for each user group. The homogeneous marked PPP distribution was employed in [12] to model the spatial and social relations of D2D devices, where the Zipf based thinning is applied to obtain the distributions of users with different preferences. When the user preferences are unknown, a learning approach was proposed in [13] to estimate the preference for the design of caching strategy.
Except for the preference, another big challenge is understanding the impact of trustworthiness information on the user cooperation behavior. In the practical implementation, there may be malicious users that can corrupt and manipulate the content, however, which are expected to forward to other users. If these untrustworthy factors are ignored, the manipulation and fraud of the contents are very likely to outweigh the benefits of user cooperations. Actually, the D2D users can be aware of the trustworthiness information of their D2D partner from various ways [14] , [15] . Moreover, the BS can act as the centralized trust authority since the data corruption and disobedience can be identified by checking the timeout [16] , [17] , [18] . Consequently, to cope with the threats from malicious users and block the insecure links, the rational users will always ask the most trustworthy nodes in proximity for the reliable content transmission [17] .
Furthermore, apart from the impacts of user preference and trustworthiness, the successful D2D transmissions also depend on the physical communication conditions. Unfortunately, existing contributions mainly considered social characteristics in D2D caching, while ignoring the physical transmission conditions such as path loss, channel fading and underlaid cellular interference [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] . For instance, the authors in [23] investigated content hit probability, which only considered the user distance, and the cache management scheme in [24] was only based on the content popularity. Recently, there have been some approaches starting to jointly explore the impacts of the physical communication conditions and the social characteristics on the D2D assisted offloading performance, such as [25] , [26] . In [25] , the potential of each UE in D2D offloading was modeled by a empirical-based function, which decreases with the power cost and increases with the users' social influence. Although this simplified model of user's social characteristics can make the formulated problem tractable, the impacts of the aforementioned preference and trustworthiness constraints on the offloading performance is still unclear. The social relationship among users was assumed to be a decreasing function of their physical distance in [26] , however, this model is not applicable to the scenarios where strangers are geographically adjacent, such as gyms and shopping malls. Therefore, how to design efficient user caching strategy with the presence of the different user interests and their trustworthiness as well as the physical transmission constraints is still an unsolved problem.
In this paper, the user caching strategy to maximize the offloading gain is investigated by considering the user preference, different levels of trustworthiness, and the physical transmission conditions. In the considered model, the number of interested users for a given reference content is different for different user groups, and users are rational so that they always incline to ask the most trustworthy user in proximity for D2D transmission. To conduct a successful D2D transmission, the received SIR from the users who have cached contents should be no less than a given threshold. Then, the offloading gain is evaluated by the average successful receptions of contents transmitted via D2D links. With the target to maximize the offloading gain, the caching density in each user group is then optimized by solving the formulated non-convex optimization problem.
The main contributions are summarized as follows:
• The D2D success probability is analytically derived, which is expressed as a function of the interested user density, the trustworthiness of users and physical transmission conditions. In the work, users with different preferences can be geographically adjacent, and the user providing D2D offloading is selected according to the biased received power, so that only the user with the sufficient short transmission distance and the sufficient large trustworthiness can be selected.
• With the target to maximize the offloading gain, the optimal caching strategy is first developed for a special case where the trust bias of each group is the same. Then, a numerical searching algorithm based on the gradient projection and two-dimensional searching is proposed to obtain the globally optimal solution for the general case.
• To reduce the computational complexity, an asymptotic approximation of the D2D success probability is proposed by relaxing the D2D range restriction. Based on the obtained asymptotic approximation, an iterative algorithm is proposed to obtain the solution that satisfies the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions.
•
The simulation results validate the effectiveness of the derived D2D successful transmission probability and the corresponding asymptotic approximation. Then, it is shown that our proposed caching scheme achieves a larger offloading gain than the existing caching strategies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The system model is described in Section II, and the derived performance metric and optimization problem is presented in Section III. The optimization of caching strategy is addressed in Section IV. Finally, we present the simulation results in Section V, and conclude our work in Section VI.
Notations: Capital and lower-case bold letters denote matrices and vectors, respectively. The superscripts [X]
and [X]
T denote inversion and transpose, respectively. I M represents an M × M identity matrix. 1 M denotes an M × 1 vector of ones. 's.t.' is short for 'subject to'. E {x} {y} means the expectation of y over x.
SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a network where the mobile users are equipped with caches to store their interested contents. The cacheenabled users can share the cached content with others via D2D communications. When BS needs to deliver a content (here referred as the reference content 1 ) to the interested users, cellular traffic can be effectively offloaded by D2D links. Specifically, a subset of users store the reference content in their local cache, and then the other interested users can get this content via D2D communications, instead of downloading from the BS.
To identify the impact of social characteristics, the users are classified into groups based on the user profile and social similarity. The user profile contains the key features that can reflect the users' preferences and trustworthiness for cooperation, such as the personal data (name, age ...), interests and preferences (searching keywords, language, habits ...), system logs (browsing history, historical success cooperations... ). Based on the user profile, the emerging convolutional neural network (CNN) [27] is employed for 1 . The proposed scheme focuses on the scenario of delivering a certain piece of content, and mobile users' caching capacities are sufficient for the reference content.
user classification. First, some typical users belonging to the particular types are selected as the training data set. According to the social characteristics, assume that users can be classified into M disjoint groups. The set of group indices is denoted by M = {1, 2, · · · , M }. Then, the coefficients of CNN is trained and optimized by employing the profile data of these typical users, which imply the implicit features to distinguish user. With the trained CNN, the left users are filtered and classified into the corresponding groups.
It is worth pointing out that the classification of users is based on the behavior similarity rather than the proximity of geographical location information. The reason is that the users with different preferences are not strictly separated geographically. Instead, users of different social types can be adjacent, e.g., in a stadium or large shopping mall. Consequently, for the reference content, the locations of interested users in group m are deployed according to the PPP distribution denoted by Φ m with density λ m . In other words, the interested user density λ m also reflects the user preference of different groups. Under this assumption, it is possible for a user to have users from other groups in proximity.
We use "UTs" to denote the users who caches the reference content. According to the thinning property of PPP [28] , the locations of UTs in group m also follow the PPP distribution, and the corresponding density is denoted by c m , where c m ∈ [0, λ m ]. It is worth pointing out that the caching density can be interpreted as the product of the user density λ m and a caching probability q m , i.e., c m = λ m q m , where the caching probability q m represents the probability that each user in the group m caches the given reference content. To practically implement a given caching strategy c m , each user in the group m generates a uniformly distributed random number within the range of [0, 1]. Then, if the generated random number is less than or equal to the caching probability q m , this user should cache the content. Otherwise, i.e., the generated random number is larger than the caching probability q m , this user does not cache the content. In this way, a thinned user group with density c m is readily obtained.
In addition, there are some users who did not cache the reference content, but they are also interested in it. Consequently, they will request the reference content from the nearby UTs, and this kind of users are named as "URs". The density of URs in group m is λ m − c m . According to the Slivnyak's theorem [28] , the properties observed by a typical point of the PPP, φ, is the same as those observed by the point at origin in the process φ ∪ {0}. As a result, we consider a typical UR located in the origin as a reference UR.
As the BS can be a centralized authority of the levels of users' trustworthiness, D2D users can be aware of the trustworthiness information of their D2D partner. To cope with the threats from malicious users, URs are inclined to ask the most trustworthy UTs in proximity for content transmission. Consequently, the serving UT may not be the nearest UT. As shown in Fig. 1 , for the reference UR, there are two UTs in proximity, i.e., UT 1 and UT 2 are from group 1 and group 2, respectively. Due to the fact that group 2 is more trustworthy than group 1, the UR will request the content from UT 2, though UT 1 is closer than UT 2. To reflect the URs' behavior of selecting the serving UT based on trustworthiness, the trust bias is introduced to show how trustworthy the users in group m can be. Let B m denote the trust bias value of group m, and the value of B m is in the range of [0, 1] [29], [30] . A larger B m corresponds to higher trust for the UTs in group m, where "1" indicates complete trust and "0" means totally distrust. To evaluate the trust bias B m of group m, we consider that the trustworthiness depends mainly on the historical success transmissions [30] . Within a detection time window, the BS counts the average number of the correctly verified contents sent by each user in group m, and denote it as N m . Then, the trust bias can be obtained by normalizing the N m for all the M groups, i.e.
Moreover, we also have M m=1 B m = 1. Meanwhile, the successful D2D cooperation not only depends on the user social characteristics but also depends on the physical communication conditions. To jointly incorporate this trust-driven user behavior and the transmission distance constraints together, we define the biased-receivedpower (BRP). Specifically, the BRP for the UTs in group m is defined as
where p t is the D2D transmit power, d m is the distance from the nearest UT in group m to the reference UR, α is the path-loss exponent. Then, the D2D links are selected according to averaged maximum biased-received-power (BRP), i.e., UTs with maximum BRP will serve the D2D transmission. According to the maximum BRP criteria, faraway UTs or the UTs with low trustworthiness will not be selected by the UR for requesting content. In this way, the physical transmission constraints and the trustworthy constraints are jointly considered. Obviously, when B m = B k , ∀m, k ∈ M, it reduces to the no biasing case, and the UR is served by the UT with strongest average received power. 2 Similar to [33] , [34] , [35] , we assume that the D2D communications are underlaid with cellular downlinks, where the locations of BSs also follow a PPP distribution denoted by Φ B with density λ B and λ B ≪ λ m . To reduce the system interference, we assume that UTs in each group reuse the same frequency, while the UTs in different groups adopt orthogonal frequencies [36] , [37] , [38] . The assumption is justified when all UTs in each group are uniformly generated in the network. By allocating UTs from different groups with orthogonal frequencies, the distances between UTs with the same channel can be efficiently enlarged, and the received interference in URs can be notably reduced. We consider the interference limited scenario where the thermal noise can be ignored. When the serving UT is from group m, the received SIR of the reference UR is
where h m represents the channel fading from serving UT to UR, and the channel gain |h m | 2 is exponentially distributed with united mean value, i.e., |h m | 2 ∼ exp(1). Term
represents the interference from other active UTs in group m except the serving UT denoted by T 
represents the interference from underlaid BSs. The distance from the interfering BS j to UR is denoted by d j . |h i | 2 and |h j | 2 are exponentially distributed channel gains with unit mean.
PERFORMANCE METRICS AND PROBLEM FOR-
MULATION
The URs in each group are those who do not have the reference content in their cache so that the density of URs in group m is λ m − c m . For a UR from one of the M groups, its serving UT can come from any of the M groups. Since different types of users can be geographically adjacent, the D2D success probability for any URs should depend on the cache densities in all the M groups. Let P th m [SIR m > γ th ] denoted the D2D success probability in the m-th group, where γ th is the required received SIR threshold.
Then, based on the law of total probability, the D2D success probability of a UR is calculated as
where P m represents the probability that the serving UT is from group m.
To measure the offloading performance for the D2D assisted offloading network, we are interested in the average number of contents successfully transmitted via D2D 2. Selecting the nearest UR to be the serving UR may not be the optimal but is commonly adopted in current works due to its tractability [31] , [32] .
links, namely D2D-aided offloading gain. Specifically, the offloading gain of the m-th group is
and the total offloading gain is
To obtain the expression of U, we derive the expressions for P m and P th m in the following propositions. Proposition 1. The probability that the serving UT is from group m is
where R is the maximum D2D transmission distance.
Proof. According to the definition of BRP, we have
where R is the maximum D2D transmission distance. According to the null probability of the 2D Poisson process [28] ,
Similarly, the probability density function (
Substituting (10) and (11) into (9), we have
. (13) According to P m given in Proposition 1, we have lim Bm→0 P m = 0, lim dm→∞ P m = 0. In other words, the faraway UTs or the UTs with low trustworthiness will not be selected by UR for requiring D2D transmission. Therefore, to obtain the expression of P th m , we first need to characterize the ratio of active UTs in each group. Let Φ ′ i , ∀i ∈ M denote the set of active users in group i conducting D2D transmissions, and ρ i represents the ratio of active users in group i. Since only the UT will conduct a D2D link, the distribution of Φ ′ i , ∀i ∈ M is a PPP with density ρ i c i . Note that ρ i is also a function of c m for each group, and it can be approximated in the following proposition.
Proposition 2. The ratio of active users in group m is
ρ m = 1 − 1 + P m M m=1 (λ m − c m ) 3.5c m −3.5 Γ(3.5, ( M m=1 (λ m − c m ) + 3.5cm Pm )πR 2 ) Γ(3.5,
3.5cm
Pm πR 2 )
, (14) where
Proof. A UT will be active when it is associated with at least one UR via D2D links. According the definition of being active, it will be easy to calculate ρ i via its complementary event. We denote theρ m as the probability that a UT in group m is not active, i.e., the UT does not transmit to any UR. Similar as [39] , [40] , [41] , the coverage region of a UT is modelled as the Poisson Voronoi cell. According to [42] , the probability density function (PDF) of a typical Voronoi cell area S in a Poisson random tessellation is given by
where
andŜ is the mean value of random variable S. According to the Remark 2 in [40] , the probability P m can be viewed as the average fraction of the total area covered by the association regions of UTs in group m by using the ergodicity of the PPP. We assume the total area is S tot , and the average total number of UTs is c m S tot . Similar to [41] , the mean association region of a typical UT in group m is approximated bŷ
Then,ρ m is calculated bỹ
.
Consequently, the ratio of active users in group m is obtained as
Given the ratio of active users in each group, the user density of Φ ′ m denoted by ρ m c m can be obtained accordingly.
Proposition 3. If the serving "UT" is from group m, the probability that the received SIR is beyond the threshold is
Proof. For simplicity, we define
To avoid confusion with Appendix A, when the serving UT is from group m, we denote R m as the distance between the serving UT and the reference UR. Then, we have
Step (a) follows that |h m | 2 ∼ exp (1), and f Rm (x) is the PDF of distance R m . L Im (s) is the Laplace transformation of random variable I m evaluated at s conditioned on the distance R m = x. According to [43] , we have
Step (b) follows from the probability generating functional (PGFL) of the PPP.
Step (c) is due to the distribution of channel gain, i.e. |h j | 2 ∼ exp(1).
Step (d) Similarly, we can obtain
where θ B = γ th pB pt
To obtain the final expression, we still need to derive the PDF of f Rm (x). We first derive the probability of R m > x as
where f dm (r) is given in (11), and step (f) follows from (10) . Then, the pdf f Rm (x) is
Applying (24), (25) and (27) into (22) yields
Substituting (7) and (21) into (4), we have
Based on the above results, we now formulate the following optimization problem to maximize the D2D-aided offloading gain by optimizing the caching strategy
where λ 0 = M i=1 λ i , and (31b) are the probability constraints.
OPTIMIZATION OF CACHING STRATEGY
In this section, we first consider the unbiased case, where the optimal caching strategy and offloading gain is obtained. However, Problem P1 is not convex in general due to the sophisticated expression of D2D success probability P th m given in Proposition 2. For the general case, we first propose a numerical searching algorithm to obtain the globally optimal solution. To deal with the high computational complexity, we adopt an asymptotic approximation of P th m for the large D2D distance region. Then, an iterative algorithm with low complexity is proposed to obtain the asymptotic caching strategy.
Unbiased Case
In the unbiased case, there is no trust bias for association, i.e., B m = B k , ∀m, k ∈ M. In this case, we define
Problem P2 is still non-convex, however, we can obtain the optimal solution for this case by the following procedures. First, Problem P2 is decomposed into the following two subproblems. For given x =x, we can find the optimal c m for each group by solving the following subproblem.
where function f (x) is defined in (30) . Note that the active ratios of different groups are identical in this case, i.e. ρ m = ρ for all m ∈ M and ). Consequently, ϕ m in this case is simplified to ϕ m = πR 2 (x + λ B θ B + c m ρθ I ). Then, we need to find the optimal caching summation x from the following subproblem
Each value ofx ∈ [0, λ 0 ] corresponds to a maximal objective value of Problem P2.1, which is denoted as F * (c * |x). If we can determine the optimal x * , the optimal solution to the original Problem P2 is readily obtained. Then the optimalx is given by x * = arg max
Given the fact that Problem P2 is nonconvex, onedimension exhaustive search is conducted in the interval [0, λ 0 ] to find x * . With a small enough searching step size, the global optimal solution x * can be obtained. Hence, in the rest of this section, we focus on solving Problem P2.1.
We first prove that Problem P2.1 is a convex optimization problem. Since the constraints of Problem P2.1 are linear, we only need to show that the objective function (33a) is concave. The Hessian matrix of function F (c|x =x) is denoted by H. Let h m,n represents the (m, n)th element of H, and we have
For 
Consequently, the Hessian matrix H is negative definite. Since Problem P2.1 is convex, we can obtain the globally optimal solution by solving the KKT conditions. The Lagrangian of problem P2.1 is
where η is the dual variable associated with constraint (33b). Then, we have the following KKT conditions as
Define function g(c m ) as
According to (38) , we have
Then, it is inferred that η > 0. In addition, g(c m ) is a monotonically decreasing function with respect to c m according to (39) . As a result, −g(x) + η = 0 has one root, which is denoted by C 0 (η). The optimal solution is given by
b a = max{a, min{x, b}}. However, we still need to obtain the value of C 0 (η). Since −g(x) + η = 0 is a transcendental equation, it is hard to directly obtain C 0 (η) as an explicit function of η. However, we can still determine the value of C 0 (η) by substituting (45) into (42) . Without loss of generality, the groups are sorted according to the increasing order of λ m , i.e. λ 1 ≤ λ 2 ≤ · · · λ M . Then, we have
where n = 1, · · · , M − 1.
We can see that C 0 (η) is highly dependent onx and the interested user density λ m in each group. When there is no social trust bias, (46) shows that the reference content should be cached as evenly as possible across user groups. With c * for givenx, the optimal x * can be found by a one-dimension search over interval [0, λ 0 ].
In this case, the computational complexity is dominated by the one-dimensional search for finding the optimal x * .
Therefore, the total computational complexity of finding optimal solutions is O λ0 δx
, where δ x is the searching stepsize and ⌊·⌋ represents rounding down.
General Case
In the general case, due to the sophisticated P s given in (29) , the objective function U of Problem P1 is not concave. For the simplicity of presentation, v m is in introduced to represent B m 2 α , i.e., v m = B m 2 α , which is the weight of c m . Problem P1 is nonconvex in general, but we can still obtain its globally optimal solution by the following procedure.
To transform the original Problem P1 into a convex form, we first define
where x and y represent the summation of UTs' density in each group and the weighted sum of the UTs' density, respectively.
For given x =x and y =ȳ, Problem P1 is simplified to
In this case, with givenx andȳ, the active ratio ρ m has been determined as
where E m (ȳ) = 1 − exp −πR 2ȳ vm . Consequently, we have
It is easy to know that the Hessian matrix of objective function (47a) is negative definite, which is similar to (37) and omitted here. Consequently, objective function (47a) is concave and Problem P3 is a convex problem. The optimal solution c
T to Problem P3 can be found by the gradient projection method [44] .
T , and we rewrite the equality constraints (47b) and (47c) as
where N is the 2 × M coefficient matrix of the equality constraints, i.e., N = [1 M , v] T , and b = [x,ȳ] T . Then, the gradient projection update direction of c in t-th step is
where g (t) is the M × 1 gradient vector, and the m-th
m ) given in (43) . The step length s (t) in the direction p (t) is determined by the following searching problem.
where λ = [λ 1 , · · · , λ M ], and the optimal value of s (t)
can be found by the bisection method since the objective function is increasing with respect to s (t) . For any given (x,ȳ), the optimal caching density and a corresponding optimal objective can be obtained by solving Problem P3. Then, the optimal (x * ,ȳ * ) is given by
However, the optimal value of (x * , y * ) cannot be analytically derived, so that the two-dimensional search is conducted. With a small enough searching step size, the global optimal solution (x * , y * ) can be obtained. To reduce searching complexity, for given x =x, the searching interval [y min , y max ] of y can be determined as
Algorithm 1
Algorithm to obtain the global optimum to Problem P1 Input: Searching stepsizes δ x and δ y , and convergence condition δ c . 1: forx = 0, δ x , 2δ x , · · · , Initialize t = 0, and c (0) satisfying constraints (47b) and (47c); 4: repeat 5: Update the direction p (t) and step length s (t) according to (51) and (52), respectively; 6: Update
Update F (c (t+1) |x,ȳ);
Update U (x,ȳ) = (λ 0 −x) F (c (t) |x,ȳ);
11:
end for 12: end for Output: max (x,ȳ)∈Z U (x,ȳ)
The above analysis is summarized in the following Algorithm 1.
The computational complexity of Algorithm 1 mainly involves two parts: the gradient projection method and the two-dimensional search for optimal (x * , y * ). For one execution of the gradient projection method, the complexity is dominated by the update of direction p (t) in (51) in step 5, which needs about flops (floating-point operations) . In addition, according to [44] , to get within an ε-neighborhood of the optimal objective value, the iteration number of the gradient projection method is O(1/ε). Meanwhile, for the two-dimensional search, the iteration number is O λ0 δx Λ δy with step sizes δ x and δ y for x and y, respectively. Then, the total complexity of Algorithm 1 is O (3M 2 + 192M ) 1 ε λ0 δx Λ δy . Although the global optimum can be found by Algorithm 1, note that Algorithm 1 has a high computational complexity. Therefore, in the following, we consider an asymptotic approximation to obtain a low-complexity solution.
Asymptotic Case
Since the effect of transmission distance dependent pathloss has already been included in the D2D success probability, we consider the asymptotic D2D success probability with the relaxation of D2D cooperative distance limitation, i.e., R → ∞. The simulation results have verified this approximation by checking the gaps between the derived D2D success probability and the asymptotic case.
The asymptotic D2D success probability denoted as P ∞ s is given by
Similarly, we define x = M m=1 c m . However, in this case, for given x =x, the active ratio ρ ∞ m is given by
Considering this sophisticated expression given in (57) makes P ∞ s intractable, we introduce the following upper bound for the active ratio ρ m in each group as
where y min is the optimal objective value of the following Problem (59).
It is easy to see that Problem (59) is a linear programming, which can be solved by the standard linear programming method, such as the simplex method [45] . Since P 
Consequently, Problem P1 in this case is simplified into
The performance gap between P s in (29) and P ∞ s , and the gap between the optimal offloading gain of Problem P1 and the optimal U ∞ of Problem P4 will be studied by simulations.
By fixing x =x, Problem P4 is simplified to the following Problem P4.1 and the optimal value of x can be found by one-dimension search over interval [0, λ 0 ].
The objective of P4.1 is to maximize the summation of fractional functions, so that Problem P4.1 is the nonconvex sum-of-ratios optimization [46] , [47] . Dinkelbach method is used to solve the optimization problem with single fractional function, and it cannot be directly applied here [48] . We first transform the Problem P4.1 into the following equivalent form as
Then, we have the following proposition. 
. c * also satisfies the following equations for β = β * and u = u * .
Proof. Since φ m (c) > 0, the constraint (63b) is equivalent to
The Lagrangian for Problem (63) is
where {u m } and ζ are the non-negative Lagrangian multiplexers associated with constraint (66) and (64b), respectively. Based on KKT optimality conditions, if (c * , β * ) is the optimal solution of Problem (63), then there exists u * and ζ * such that
(74) First of all, according to (69), u * m > 0 for all m ∈ M due to the fact that φ m (c) > 0 for all m ∈ M. As a result, from (69), (70) and (72), we have
Equation (65) in Proposition 4 is then validated. Furthermore, given β = β * and u = u * , it can be seen that (68), (71), (74) and (74) are the KKT conditions for Problem (64). For u m > 0, β m > 0, ∀m ∈ M, Problem (64) is a linear programming, which is convex. Consequently, the KKT conditions are also sufficient conditions of the optimal solution. In other words, c * is the optimal solution to Problem (64) with β = β * and u = u * .
According to Proposition 4, Problem (63) can be converted to Problem (64) with parameters u and β. Problem (64) is a linear programming with respect to c, which can be solved by standard linear programming methods. Therefore, we propose the following alternative algorithm to solve Problem (63). Specifically, Algorithm 2 consists of two key steps: The first step is to obtain c * = arg max c G(c) for given u and β. The second step is to update the parameters u and β according to the modified Newton method until the convergence conditions are satisfied. Since Problem P4.1 is the sum-of-ratios optimization, the proposed Algorithm 2 converges to the solution satisfying KKT conditions as proved in [49] . The detailed steps are summarized in Algorithm 2, where
(83) In summary, with givenx, the caching strategy c * can be obtained by Algorithm 2. Then the one-dimension search is adopted to find the optimal x * in the interval [0, λ 0 ]. Consequently, a asymptotic caching strategy to Problem P1 can be obtained.
The complexity of Algorithm 2 is mainly dependent on step 5, and all the other steps provide explicit expressions. For simplicity, we also adopt gradient projection method to solve the linear programming Problem (64), and the iteration number required for step 5 to obtain an ε-neighborhood of the optimal objective value is O(1/ε).
Algorithm 2
(0) such that it satisfies the constraints (64b), (64c). 2: Set t = 0, ζ ∈ (0, 1) and ǫ ∈ (0, 1).
4: repeat 5: Update c
Update u (t+1) m and β
, ∀m ∈ M,(78)
, ∀m ∈ M;(79)
(80) 7: Update t = t + 1; 8: until the following condition are satisfied.
, and u (t) .
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we first validate the analytical results derived in Section III by simulations. Then we study the performance of Algorithm 2 and the impacts of different system parameters on the offloading gain and caching strategy. Unless specified otherwise, the following simulation parameters are used. The transmit power of users and BSs are set to 15 dBm and 20 dBm, respectively. The density of BSs is set to λ B = 10 −4 per m 2 . The offloading gain is evaluated over a 100 × 100 m 2 area.
D2D Success Probability
In this subsection, we validate the accuracy of the derived D2D success probability and its asymptotic approximation. The impacts of the system parameters are also presented. Fig. 2 compares the analytical expression of D2D success probability P s in (29) with the simulated ones, which are averaged over 2000 random realizations. In Fig. 2 , M = 3, It is shown that the analytical result P s is very close to the simulated ones for all considered cases, which validates the accuracy of Proposition 3. As expected, the D2D success probability decreases with the increasing SIR threshold and increases with the path-loss exponent α. The reason can be explained as follows. Given the caching density, it is more difficult to satisfy the more strict SIR requirement when γ th increases, and the received interference at D2D receiver decreases when the path-loss exponent α increases. Fig. 3 illustrates the analytical results P s and the simulated ones versus different user densities, where the user densities of different groups are set to be identical as shown in horizontal axis. As expected, the analytical results are very close to the simulated results. In addition, a large D2D transmission distance limit can notably improve the D2D success probability when the user density is small, while this benefit becomes inapparent with the large user density. Moreover, although a high user density can obtain a high D2D success probability, the D2D success probability increases slowly for the high user density region. This implies that a cost-effective caching strategy should be carefully designed to obtain a large offloading gain. Fig. 4 illustrates the performance gap between D2D success probability P s in (29) , and its asymptotic approximation P ∞ s given in (56). The simulation parameters are set to be the same as that of Fig. 2 . As expected, the performance gap between P s and P ∞ s decreases with the maximal D2D transmission distance R, since the asymptotic approximation is obtained in the case of R → ∞. When the path-loss component α increases, the performance gap also decreases due to the fact that the impact of transmission distance decreases. This validates the feasibility of adopting the asymptotic approximation P ∞ s given in (56). In addition, it is shown that the performance gap between P s and P ∞ s also shrinks with the SIR threshold. The reason is that the D2D success probability is mainly limited by the high SIR requirement when α is large. Fig. 5 illustrates the performance gap between P s and P ∞ s with respect to the user density, where the user densities of different groups are set to be identical as shown in horizontal axis. The other simulation parameters are set to be the same as Fig. 3 . Obviously, the performance gap between P s and P distance, increasing the user density can also decrease the performance gap. The reason is that the caching density also increases with the user density, since the caching density is set to c m = 0.5λ m for all m ∈ M. Consequently, the D2D success probability P s keeps increasing with the caching density and the impact of D2D transmission distance on P s is reduced. As the caching density increases, P s converges to P ∞ s , which also validates the accuracy of the asymptotic approximation.
Offloading Gain
In this subsection, we investigate the offloading gain achieved by proposed algorithms. Fig. 6 shows the convergence behaviors of Algorithm 2 with a given caching summationx = 0.02. In Fig.  6 , for M = 2, the simulation parameters are set to be λ 1 = λ 2 = 0.02, B 1 = 0.1, B 2 = 0.9, and for M = 3, λ 1 = λ 2 = λ 3 = 0.02, B 1 = 0.1, B 2 = 0.4, B 3 = 0.5. The optimal solution to Problem P4 for comparison is obtained by brute force search, the path-loss exponent is set to α = 3, and the SIR requirement is γ th = 3 dB. As the formulated problem is nonconvex, different initializations may lead to different local maximums, so that the impacts of initialization methods are also presented. In uniform initialization, the caching strategy is initialized by the optimal caching strategy achieved in unbiased case regardless of the trust bias. In random initialization I and II, the initial caching densities are randomly generated with M i=1 c i = 0.02. Numerical results illustrate that Algorithm 2 always generates a nondecreasing sequence and converges to a fixed point. Although different initializations slightly affect the performance and the convergence speed, it is shown that the proposed algorithm always converges to the optimal value within limited number of iterations for all considered cases. In the following simulations, we adopt the uniform initialization method due to its stable convergence behavior. Fig. 7 elaborates the performance gap between the offloading asymptotic gain U ∞ obtained by Algorithm 2 and the optimal offloading gain U obtained by Algorithm 1. In Fig. 7 , M = 2, and the simulation parameters are set to be the same as that of Fig. 6 . As expected, the performance gap decreases with the maximal D2D transmission distance R. It is observed that the offloading gain increases with user density as more users are interested in the reference content. In addition, when path-loss component α increases, the offloading gain also increases due to a larger D2D success probability as shown in Fig. 2 . Moreover, the performance gap between U ∞ and U also increases as α increases. The reason is that the performance gap is introduced by the impact of R, which can be magnified by a larger pathloss component α. Overall, the feasibility of adopting the asymptotic case to approximate the original case has been verified. Then, in the following simulation, the maximal D2D distance is R = 15m due to its tiny gap with the asymptotic approximation.
For the D2D offloading networks, the problem of maximizing the density of successful receptions (i.e., offloading gain) is investigated in [8] without considering the user preference and trust. The heterogeneous user preference is incorporated in the caching strategy in [11] but using the hit probability as an objective function. However, for the D2D offloading system with the constraints of user preference and trust, as stated in Section I, the considered caching optimization problem to maximize the offloading gain has not been studied. Therefore, to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, the following caching policies are simulated for comparison:
• "OneUT": This is a deterministic caching policy is given in [8] for the one content case. Resulting from the fact that impacts of social characteristics are ignored, the approach in [8] suggests that the density of "UT" approaches to zero and only one UT is enough for a user group. Then, the caching density of each group is set to be c m = δ, where δ is the searching stepsize of the optimal user density in Algorithm 1.
• "Uniform": This is the caching policy developed in the unbiased case, and it can be viewed as an extension of the caching approach in [11] considering multiple user groups with different interests, of which the approach is adjusted for a fair comparison by using the offloading gain as the objective function. Fig. 8 , M = 2, the user density of group 2 is 0.02 user per m 2 , the maximal D2D distance is R = 15m, and the other simulation parameters are same as those of Fig. 7 . The offloading gain increases with the user density λ 1 , as increasing numbers of users are interested in the content. It is observed that the asymptotic offloading gain achieved by Algorithm 2 well matches the optimal offloading gain obtained by Algorithm 1. Also, the offloading gains achieved by the proposed algorithms outperform the other algorithms, resulting from the fact that social characteristics including the different interests and trust biases are considered in the proposed caching strategy. Moreover, the offloading gain achieved by "Uniform" algorithm is larger than that of the "OneUT" algorithm, since the different user interests are considered in the "Uniform" algorithm. It is worth pointing out that the performance gap increases with the user density λ 1 . This implies that the proposed algorithm can well adapt to the changes in system parameters and fully utilize the caching resources to achieve a larger offloading gain.
In Fig. 9 , the trust bias of group 1 denoted by B 1 is displayed on the x-axis, the trust bias of group 2 equals 1 − B 1 , λ 1 = 0.04, λ 1 = 0.02, and the other simulation parameters are same as those of Fig. 8 . At the two ends of the x-axis, the difference between the trust bias of group 1 and the trust bias of group 2 is the largest. It is observed that the offloading gain is notably affected by the different levels of trustworthiness among users, i.e., different bias values. As the trustworthiness is neglected in the "Uniform" caching policy and "OneUT" caching policy, the impact of trustworthiness on the obtained offloading gain is obvious. Moreover, when the difference of the trustworthiness between user groups increases, the offloading gains achieved by these two algorithms degrade significantly. The optimal offloading gain obtained by proposed Algorithm 1 matches the asymptotic offloading gain achieved by Algorithm 2, and they achieve larger offloading gains than the other two caching strategies. However, the proposed algorithms can well adapt to the changes in trust bias, and the degradation of offloading gain is largely alleviated. This is due to the fact that the social characteristics are fully exploited in the design of the proposed caching strategy. Fig. 10 shows the impact of SIR threshold on the offloading performance. In Fig. 10 , the simulation parameters are set to be λ 1 = 0.03, λ 2 = 0.01, B 1 = 0.1, B 2 = 0.9, α = 3. It can be seen that the D2D offloading gain decreases when the SIR threshold γ th increases, due to the decreasing D2D success probability. As expected, the proposed algorithms outperforms the other two caching strategies for all the considered configurations. Moreover, we can see that the performance gap decreases as the SIR threshold γ th increases. This is because as γ th increases, the D2D success probability decreases as shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 11 shows the impact of path-loss component on the offloading performance. In Fig. 11 , γ th = 3dB, and the other simulation parameters are same as Fig. 10 . When the path-loss component α increases, the offloading gain increases due to a increasing D2D success probability as shown in Fig. 2 . It is observed that the performance gaps between the proposed Algorithm Moreover, it is interesting to see that the performance gap keeps invariant in Fig. 11 , when the path-loss component changes. This implies that the performance gap is mainly determined by the social characteristics and the SIR threshold γ th . 
Caching Strategy
We investigate the impacts of user density and trust bias on the caching density achieved by Algorithm 2 in Fig. 12 . For the impact of user density, it is observed that the caching probability of group 1 increases with the density ratio λ 1 /λ 2 , while the caching probability of group 2 decreases with the density ratio λ 1 /λ 2 . This is due to that the relative density of interested user in group 1 increases and the the relative density of interested user in group 2 decreases, which shows a positive correlation between the caching density and user density. For the impact of association bias, the caching probability of group 1 decreases with the bias ratio B 1 /B 2 , while the caching probability of group 2 increases the bias ratio B 1 /B 2 . Moreover, the caching density of group 1 is larger than that of group 2 due to that B 1 < B 2 , which implies that the caching density is inversely proportional to the bias value. Since URs always prefer to associate with the group 2 due to its high association bias, a larger caching density of group 2 will introduce more severer interference than that of group 1. Accordingly, more contents should be deployed to the groups with low trust bias values, to increase the D2D success probabilities contributed by these groups. Fig 13 shows the impacts of the SIR threshold γ th and path-loss component α on the caching density. It is observed that caching density of group 1 increases as γ th and α increases, while the caching density of group 2 decreases as γ th and α increases. The reason can be explained as follows. Since B 1 > B 2 in Fig 13 , the caching density of group 2 is larger than that of group 1, which also leads to larger interference in group 2 than that in group 1. Since a larger γ th requires a larger received SIR, the caching density of group 2 should decrease and that of group 1 should increase. Besides, a larger α will reduce the impact of bias ratio B 1 /B 2 according to Proposition 3, so that the difference of caching densities of differen groups reduces.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we considered the joint impact of social characteristics and physical transmission conditions on the D2D assisted content offloading performance. The caching strategy was optimized to maximize the offloading gain, which was defined as the offloaded traffic via D2D communications. The D2D success probability was first derived, of which the complicated expression made the formulated problem nonconvex and difficult to solve. We first investigated the optimal caching strategy for the unbiased case, and then proposed a numerical algorithm to obtain the global optimal caching strategy for the general case. To reduce complexity, a low-complexity iterative algorithm was then proposed to obtain the asymptotic caching strategy. Finally, by simulations, the derived D2D successful transmission probability and its asymptotic approximation were validated. Our proposed algorithm outperforms the existing caching strategies in terms of offloading gain, and it can well adapt to the changes of system parameters and wisely utilize the caching resources. The obtained caching strategy is jointly determined by the social characteristics and physical transmission conditions. A positive correlation is shown between the caching density and the user density, but the caching density is inversely proportional to the association bias. When the dynamic nature of users is considered, D2D offloading networks are facing new challenges. In addition, the offloading gain can be improved by optimizing D2D user association. These issues will be investigated in our future work.
